
 Month UNIT TOPIC    SUBUNIT  OBJECTIVES ACTIVITY
APRIL 1 God at the door 1.synonyms learn and able to: Imagine yourself in the old women's place 

msc 2.story of lesson to recognize the situation in which one How would you have treated the salesman and 
the little girl 

3.Answer the question should be believe in God. Do you see God everywhere and everything 
4.True or false God is omnipresent.

5.Short answers
6.put a tick mark

7.skill time 
2 Puppies for sale two slogans students will learn and come to know about write difference between sympathy and 

2.story of lesson Empathy is the ability to experience  the 
feeling of another person.

empathy ?

3.poem
4.answer the question

5.True or false
6.short answer

7.put a tick
8.skill time-yes or no

Gk 1 Creeping creatures fill in the blanks with the study of insects. Learning of wildlife 
sancturies, endangered animals. 

help of options different aquatic plants, microorganisms.
2 Wildlife tour answer the following

3 Endangered Animals fill in the blanks 

4 Symbolic plants and Crossword puzzle
Birds

5 Aquatic flowers fill in the blanks
6 Microbiology Unscramble the words and fill up

JUNE MSC 3 Right and wrong 1.answer the following they will learn that
2. choose the correct 1. Happiness lies in small things.

answer 2. To be happy and cheerful to make the 
3. short answers most of their achievements. 

4. HOTS 3. forgiveness 
5.skill time 

4 The Blind boy 1. answer the following WE should focus more on the things which 
we already have rather than 

list 10 adjectives, positive or negative

2. tick the corret option complaining about the things which we lack .  that you think describe you.

3.short answer
4.put a tick
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5.skill time 
Gk   7 kings and kingdom fill up the boxes

Learn : 
8 Landform : face of the 

Earth
Write the answer using clues various lakes, rivers , water bodies, regions , 

celestial objects 
9 Landmarks in history Write the answer using clues natural features of earth , famous kings, and 

their kingdoms.
10 Famous Wars fill in the blanks 
11 Water world Question and Answer
12 Geo- Trivia Multiple Choice question
13 Astronomy choosing the correct option 

and fill in the blanks

JULY msc 5 The seventh try 1. poem learn :
2. story of the lesson 1.  perseverance is the quality that allows 

someone to continue trying
make a list of at least 5 situations in day 

3. poem to do things even through  it is difficult and 
there is delay in achieving success. 

to day life in politeness is shown.

4.answer the following
5.short answer 2. fall 7th time but awakeup and try again for 

8th time 
6.put a tick

7.skill time - yes or no
6 The missing toe 1. complete the web. learn and come to know that:

2. story of lesson  1. see good in everything 
3.answer the question 2. Influence by positive thoughts

4. choose the correct ans. 3. when we learn to see the good in every 
situation we shall blame and complain 

5. short answers less and redirect our energies to positive 
actions.

6.skill time 
14 brilliant brains fill in the blanks They will get knowledge about  body facts. 

Scientists and physicists ,
15 invetion: that changed answer in one word New invention,  kinds of gadgets,   terms 

related to spacce and univverse and pen
our lives down your findings.

16 Gadgets around us Name pictures using clues
17  Body Facts Crosspuzzle

18  Cyber world Question /Answer

19 Cosmo talk Match the following
msc 7 The fish Basket word meaning learn to : 

Answer the following Change is law of Nature



exercise We should adapt changes as it is good for us 
and we should happily accept them.

AUGUST 19 festival Time fill in the blanks 
Activity-

20 Folk dances of India Identify the pictures using clues Question answer express  page no 41 
and name them 10 questions oral activity.

21 Indian places of 
interest 

 Fill in the blanks

22  Temples of India  Fill in the blanks
23 Indian Cinema Question and answers They will learn about  temples of India , 

Indian film industry,
24 Institutions of India Fill in the blanks  with clues Special food with different Indian states, old 

newspapers of india,

25  Indian Taste Buds Question and answers Various forms of music,  Understanding and 
learning of the famous idioms

26 Morning news Question and answers
27 Sound of Music Fill in the blanks
28  Books and Authors Choose the correct 

option
29 Idiomatic Expression Match the following

SEPTEMBER                REVISION FOR MID TERM 1
OCTOBER msc 8 Feathered Welcome 1.Story of the lesson The word " Atithi Devo Bhava" means to 

consider  our guest as God. 
Life Skill Exercise 

2. choose the correct  When we have guests at home we should 
welcome and feel excited aabout 

answer their presence .
3. answer the question learn " hospitality"  shown by the pigeon  

story 
4. HOTS

5.short question 
6. skill time 

9 The tale of two 
pebbles

1. synonyms Problems are part of life but finding solutions 
to them is the real 

four major steps to solve problems ?

2. antonyms challenge.
3.answer the following a willing person finds ways to complete the 

4. short answer most difficult tasks .
5. true or false The strong desire to achieve something 

6.put a tick mark always drives us to work hard for it.
7. skill time 

Gk 30 Literary Award match the following they will come to know about autobiography  
of the 

31  My life match the following famous people  and about countries at form 
with the 



32 International Art 
forms

write correct answer help of clue.

using the clue
fill in the blanks to 

complete the  art form
33 Entertainment Fiesta fill in the blanks

NOVMBER msc 10 Rise after the fall 1. story of the lesson  Failure should not treated as the end of the 
road. The Experience  we fain each 

2.tick the correct option time we fail,  makes our path to success 
smoother and easier. 

Life skill exercise

3. fil up  When one succeeds after failing first, it 
makes one humble, patient and hopeful.

4. short answer 
5. answer the following

6. true or false
7. HOTS

8.skill time 

11 jar of desire 1. synonyms they will get knowledge about list atleast difference between desire and need?

2. antonyms a person who is greedy hardly knows the 
3. story of the lesson worth of things that he has achieved.

4.answer the following 
5. poem 

6. tick the correct option
7. skill time 

Gk 34 Achievers Using clues fill up the blanks
35  Spot the places Using clues fill up the blanks

36 Famous women Fill in the blanks
37  Strange Buildings Fill in the blanks understanding and learning about the 

famous places around the world,
38 Nicknames Match the following famous personalities nicknames, activity :
39 World famous cities Fill in the blanks  famous cities , common facts ,

Match the following collect more information on commonwealth 
games history

40 What is common to? Identifying common element 
answers

41 India at olympics Reading activity

42 Common wealth 
Games History Fill in the blanks using clues

43 Sports Quiz Question and answers



Knowledge and learning about adventure 
sports, different sports, 

44 Adventure sports Read the clues and identify the olympic games , asian games,
answers Study of CWG history 

45 Rules of the Game Matching the answers
True / False

46 Asian Games choose the correct option
47 Booster shots

DECEMBER Msc 12 knowing thyself 1. story of the lesson moral of the lesson-
2. answer the following self image 

3. short answer self awareness 
4. poem strength and weakness

5.skill time
13  The window seat 1.story of the lesson moral - make others happy "Thousands of Candles can be lighted from a 

single candle and the life of the candle
2.true or false Be truthful, gentle and fearless. will not be shortened"  . Explain?

3. skill time we should have the courage to make others 
happy 

4. HOTS The easiest path to happiness lies in making 
other happy.

14 Flame and Fire 1.story of the lesson Moral -  
2.true or false  Motivation 

3. skill time types : Internal and external
4. HOTS

JANUARY REVISION 


